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The PCMG Advantage
Government Drives Our Business
From single item purchases to complex procurements, PCMG 
is the reseller of choice for thousands of federal, state, and local 
government customers. And from tablet computers to the data 
center — and everything in between — we have the solutions and 
services you need to fulfill your IT mission.

Contracts & Procurement Options
Federal Government Wide Acquisition Contracts
GSA Contract: GSA-35F-5946H
ECS III Contract: HHSN263999900456I
NASA SEWP IV Contract: NNG07DA08B & NNG07DA62B
Netcents-2 Contract: FA8732-14-D-0006

Agency Specific Contracts, Blanket Purchase 
Agreements, and Portals
NASA HQ, World Bank, DoD Emall, DOE, AFWAY, Intramalls, 
and many more.

Leading State and Local Contracts
California Multiple Award Schedule
California Department of General Services (Microsoft)
Commonwealth of Virginia Accessories, Peripherals, & Software
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
Texas DIR Adobe
And more…

Authorizations and certifications at the highest 
levels from most major manufacturers:

PCMG Sales 1.800.625.5468 
Web: pcmg.com

E-mail: sales@pcmg.com

No Credit Card Surcharges
We accept MasterCard, Visa, Discover, 

American Express, and Diners Club

PCMG goes green!
The paper used in this catalog, except for the 
inserted material, was printed on paper certified 
under the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® program. 
The SFI certified sourcing label is proof that PCMG 
is using fiber from responsible and legal sources.

Visit www.sfiprogram.org for more information on the SFI program.

We offer you a set of comprehensive IT solutions that are relevant to your organization's needs by leveraging our 
expertise in a variety of individual practice areas. Each one of our services is customized to your organization 
and thoroughly researched, coordinated, and executed by our team of skilled engineers. PCMG is equipped to 
offer you the following high-quality services: 

PCMG offers seven crucial services aimed at improving the 
efficiency of your organization

Virtualization Assessment
Receive an in-depth analysis of your computing footprint 
including recommendations on systems, memory 
and processors needed to support your organization's 
virtual design. 

Network RISC Analysis
We'll analyze your network, give you a traffic and 
asset report along with recommendations based on 
the risks, costs and opportunities of improving your 
growing network. 

Office 365 Migration
Get Professional Office 365 migration services to 
ensure a successful transition from on-premise 
Exchange, SharePoint and Lync to the Microsoft 
Cloud-based Office 365 Platform.

PCMG Smart Care
Keep your network running fast and efficiently with 
PCMG Smart Services. PCMG works with Cisco to 
offer you expert support in device management and 
technical services. 

Cisco Business Edition 6000
Benefit from premium voice, video, mobility, messaging, 
conferencing, instant messaging and presence, and 
contact center features on a single, integrated platform.

Windows 2003 Server Migration
Ensure your software and hardware servers are up to date 
and remain in compliance, even after the end of life for 
Windows Server 2003. PCMG can help you migrate and 
update your server through solutions that best fit the needs 
of your organization.

Enterprise Mobility Management
As mobile devices become more prevalent in the workplace, 
we can help deploy, secure and resolve technical challenges 
your organization might face with mobility management 
and integration.

Procurement & 
Logistic Services

Speak with a PCMG 
Service Expert Today

1.800.625.5468

Consulting & 
Implementation 
Services

Managed Services 
& Hosting

PCMG takes the hassles out 
of IT procurement and logistics 
with advanced eProcurement, 
warehousing, and integration 
systems that give you the tools 
and resources to reduce costs 
and track assets across the 
technology lifecycle.

Our national team of certified 
engineers, technicians, and project 
managers are experts in their field 
with certifications spanning today’s 
best-in-class technologies.

Trusted by customers for more than 
two decades, PCMG Managed 
IT Support Services provide you 
the highest level of expertise and 
professional oversight of your IT 
operations.

• eProcurement
• Logistics
• Distribution Facilities
• Product Staging
• Imaging
• Integration
• Refurbishment

• Enterprise Mobility Management
• Network, Wireless and Voice
• Data Center
• Application Support
• Private Cloud
• iSeries

• Data Center Hosting
• Managed Services
• Monitoring
• Public Cloud
• Staffing
• Break/Fix
• Service Desk
• Field Support Services

Services Portfolio
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Ultra Mobile
Discover the right mobile device for your organization

1van der Meulen, R., Rivera, J. (2014). Gartner Forecast: PCs, Ultramobiles and Mobile Phones, Worldwide, 2010-2017, 4Q13 Update. 
Retrieved from http://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/2791017.

An ultrabook has all the power of a 
laptop with a fraction of the bulk and 

increased battery effi  ciency. 

Organizations need the right tools to keep up with everyday tasks

In today’s workforce there is a 
communal reality in terms of how 
employee’s use technology in all 

its various forms. More than ever, they 
seem to find themselves being wirelessly 
tethered to a mass of no less than 3 
computing devices at any time.

An observer can watch as people 
check emails, texts, and schedules 
on smartphones and then jump 
into seemingly urgent calls, while 
simultaneously pulling out their favorite 
tablet to continue consuming content 
without missing a beat, reaching back 
into their bag to pull out a laptop to 
begin rapidly typing away. Smartphone 
held between shoulder and ear, tablet 
balanced on one knee, and notebook 
balanced on the other. No wonder so 
many need yoga or chiropractic services 
to make it through the week. Something 
will eventually have to give. 

The problem seems simple enough; 
consuming and producing information 
and content continuously throughout the 
day no matter where they happen to be 
is a fact of life for today’s professional, 

and each of their mobile devices both 
excel and fail in these efforts in various 
ways. So will it ever be possible to get 
back to carrying a single multi-purpose 
device that’s both capable and effective 
in delivering the experience and features 
they need? Will there ever be a simpler, 
less painful path?

It may come as little surprise that 
laptop sales have undeniably been in 
a decline for the last few years, but 
perhaps we should not yet hammer 
in the coffin nails for the lot of them.  
Working on a complex project or even 
a moderately complicated Excel file 
from a tablet is nearly impossible. Yes, 

in many instances it’s the immaturity of 
mobile applications causing much of the 
conundrum and these too will change - 
in time.

In 2014, semiconductor technology 
hit new milestones as manufacturers 
produced smaller, lower-power 
consuming, and more affordable 
components for ultramobiles. Gartner, a 
leading information technology research 
and advisory firm, predicts that by 
2018 – just 3 short years from now - 
ultramobiles/ultrabooks will dominate 
mobile PCs.1  Perhaps this is the silver 
lining that will lead to the better path 
users have been looking for?

4 PCMG holds a number of public sector procurement contracts.



Ultrabooks are powerful and portable
The term "Ultrabook" was created 
by Intel as nomenclature for a new 
generation of Laptops featuring Intel® 
technology and the Microsoft OS. 
An ultrabook has all the power and 
versatility of a laptop with a fraction of 
the bulk and increased battery efficiency 
for longer endurance between charges. 

Hybrid, convertible, or two-in-one
These terms all confusingly describe the 
same type of device. Users who are on 
the fence about how mobile they need to 
be, this might be the right choice. 

They straddle the fence between laptop 
and slate, providing laptop functionality 
when it’s needed to get things done, and 
a tablet form factor when a user wants 
to relax with a touchscreen. Laptop-
first convertibles are essentially full 
ultrabooks or laptops with screens that 
fold, flip, or rotate to convert to a flat 
tablet form factor.

Chromebooks run Google ChromeOS 
Unlike windows, Chromebooks 
are designed for the web, are very 
affordable, thin and light.  If most of work 
is done online using web tools and cloud 
based applications – Chromebooks 
may be a great option. However, they 
do have some limitations that should be 

considered—most notably ChromeOS’s 
online requirements and limited ports 
and optical disc drive options.

Laptops vs. Chromebooks
If a two-in-one the high-end frills of 
ultrabooks, or Chromebooks limitations 
don’t fit the requirements,a laptop 
without a catchy marketing buzzword 
attached might be the device of choice.  
Whether an organization needs a 
desktop replacement, a pixel pushing 
video editing powerhouse, or a basic 
(yet capable) laptop, the good news is, 
there’s a vast assortment of them on the 
market. 

Tablets, notebooks, ultrabooks, hybrids 
and ultra-portables all suffer from the 
same deficiencies – they aren’t phones. 
The solution for this is software based 
phones and video collaboration software 
on these devices, single number reach 
can be achieved so they all share a 
single phone number, but it’s still not an 
optimal experience. 

Enhance your computing capabilities

It’s unlikely that a single platform will 
evolve within the next three to five 
years.  Smartphones still serve their 
primary purpose better than any other 
device. Smartphones are capable 
of handling most of the day to day 

content consumption needs but despite 
enhancements to their capabilities or 
attempts to morph them into tablets, 
limited screen real-estate and lack of full 
qwerty keyboards will keep them from 
being a solo act.

A shift in communication and work 
trends has signified a wanted 
abandonment of email and traditional 
office applications for a more freeform 
real-time collaboration experience. This 
need to connect and unwillingness to 
settle will ultimately drive designers and 
engineers to create an uncompromised 
experience, pushing boundaries of both 
what’s possible and what’s expected.

How PCMG can help

PCMG has a dedicated team of experts 
ready to help your organization find the 
perfect mobile devices optimized for your 
needs. From tablets to ultrabooks, we 
have the product inventory, deployment 
capabilities and management tools 
customized to meet your requirements.  

Contact your PCMG Account 
Executive today to learn how PCMG 
can implement a customized mobility 

solution for your organization. 
1-800-625-5468  |  www.pcmg.com 

Flexibility and productivity on-the-go

only $101099#13326982

11.6" HP Elite x2 1011 G1
• Intel® Dual-Core processor (4MB cache) 
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM
• 128GB SSD

13" Dell Latitude 13 7000 2-in-1
• Intel® Core™ M 5Y10 processor 

(800MHz, 4MB cache)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM 

Lenovo ThinkPad Yoga 20CD
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i7 processor 

(2.10GHz, 4MB cache) 
• 8GB DDR3L SDRAM

only $92699#13400769 only $160999#9901998

5Call 1.800.625.5468 or visit pcmg.com



Tablets & Mobility Apps

For speed, simplicity and security.
Chrome has more than 100 policies to fit your organization's needs. Choose auto-updates to 
get the latest security fixes or manual updates for more control. Configure which applications 

and extensions employees receive and make the most of your organization's mobility.

Safety & Productivity
Chrome uses security technologies like 
Safebrowsing, sandboxing, and auto-
updates to protect your organization from 
malicious sites, viruses, malware and 
phishing attacks. Our cross-site scripting 
protects against sites that try to steal 
company and employee data.

Chrome is built to be fast in every way— 
starting up from the desktop, loading 
websites, and running complex,office 
web applications. 

Call for Pricing #13400736
Get access to tens of thousands of web apps in the 
Chrome Web Store that lets you work online and off.

Easy to manage
Managing 40,000 Chromebooks is the same 
as managing 4 Chromebooks

Easy to share
A user can login to any Chromebook and 
have access to all of their Apps, files and 
policies

Security Built In
Virus protection built-in with multiple layers 
of security likes and boxing, data encryption 
and verified boot for added security

No updates needed
All of your apps stay up-to-date, and you get 
the latest version of the operating system

Always backed up
All data, profiles and setting are 100% 
backed-up in Google's Cloud - never lose 
anything ever again

Always up to date with modern web standards, 
Chrome lets you run the latest cloud apps. It even 

offers legacy support for older applications. 

Chrome's cloud-based management lets 
you customize policies, whether they're on a 

company's desktop or personal smart phone. 

Compatibility Cloud Management

10.5" Samsung Galaxy 
Tab S 16GB Tablet
With the Samsung Galaxy Tab S you'll immediately feel 
the difference of having the thinnest and lightest tablet 
in the world. Turn it on, and you will experience a pixel-
packed super-AMOLED screen with richly saturated 
colors and deep contrast levels, resulting in a visually 
immersive user experience and HD content that looks 
better than real-life.
• 16GB storage capacity 
• 10.5" Super AMOLED display
• 1.90GHz Samsung Exynos 5 Octa processor 
• 2560 x 1600dpi resolution
• Android 4.4 KitKat OS
• 8MP rear-facing camera 

10.1" Samsung Galaxy Note
2014 Edition 16GB Tablet
The ultra-sleek Galaxy Note 10.1 2014 Edition has more 
than four million pixels—that's 2 million more than HDTV. 
And with a pixel density of 299 PPI, colors are rendered 
much brighter and everything’s lifelike and clearer.
• 10.1" TFT display 
• 2560 x 1600 resolution 
• 8-core Exynos 5 Octa processor 
• 3GB RAM 

10.1" Samsung Galaxy Tab 4
16GB Tablet
With a slim design and weight, the Galaxy Tab4 10.1" 
model provides maximum portability while still allowing 
users to enjoy the beautiful screen for work, play and 
everything in between. 
• 10.1" TFT display 
• 1280 x 800 resolution 
• Supports 16 million colors 
• 1.50GB RAM 

only $359 #13157174
#13157175    Samsung Galaxy Tab S 10.5 (16GB) $45999

only $359 #9777940 only $30999 #13004928

See photos, videos, 
and files in vivid colors, 
dark shadows, and 
stunning contrast. 

Take your work to go

7Call 1.800.625.5468 or visit pcmg.com6 PCMG holds a number of public sector procurement contracts.



only $24999 #13272610
#13365228 11.6" Samsung Chromebook 2 with Intel!  $29699

only $26399 #13165115
#9984497 Dell Chromebook 11 - Celeron 2955U $25399

11.6" Dell 
Chromebook 11 
The lightweight, easy-to-use Dell Chromebook 11 
helps you take your work tasks to a new level of 
speed with no worries of safety or security.
• Intel® Celeron® processor (2MB cache, 1.40GHz)
• 2GB DDR3L SDRAM   •  16GB SSD 

14" HP Chromebook 14 G3 
• NVIDIA Tegra K1 processor

(2.10GHz)   •   4GB DDR3L 
SDRAM   •   32GB SSD

11.6" Lenovo ThinkPad 11e 
Chromebook 20DU 
• Intel® Celeron® processor 

(2MB cache, 1.83GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM
• 16GB SSD 

11.6" HP Chromebook G3 
• Intel® Celeron® processor 

(1MB cache, 2.16GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM   
• 16GB SSD 

11.6" Lenovo ThinkPad Yoga 11e 
Chromebook 20DU 
• 360° flip design
• Intel® Celeron® processor 

(2MB cache, 1.83GHz)
• 16GB SSD

Samsung Chromebook 2 
with Intel! 
Its' optimized video conferencing, and enhanced 
processor enable outstanding performance, 
especially with 3x faster Wi-Fi speeds.
• Intel® Celeron® processor (1MB cache, 2.16GHz)
• 2GB DDR3L SDRAM   •  16GB SSD 

Portability and performance 

only $37799 #13281571
#13281567 14" HP Chromebook - 2GB RAM - 16GB SSD  $31999 only $35899 #13074803

only $46899 #13110472
only $26779 #13255387
#13072268 14" HP Chromebook - 2GB RAM - 16GB SSD  $32899

Designed for performance
Chromebooks are made to be portable, durable, 
light-weight, sleek and stylish allowing you to take it 
with you on the road and compute in comfort. 

8 Reasons Why 
Chromebooks are the 
Future of Computing
Chromebooks are designed exclusively for web browsing, 
email answering, and getting down to work when you're 
on-the-go. 

◗   Cost Effectiveness: With today's growing expenses, 
agencies are hard-pressed to cut costs in any way 
possible. An average Chromebook runs about 
$180-$300, and at the rapid pace that hardware is 
replaced these days, that price is a welcome value for 
organizations. Even after years of wear and tear, your 
Chromebook is guaranteed to remain just as fast and 
efficient as the day you bought it. 

◗   Seamless Integration with Google Apps: Finally 
Google Apps and your iPhone will work together in 
harmony thanks to the Google Chromebook. Enjoy 
seamless integration with Google Apps that you can 
view on your iOS device and your Chromebook. 

◗   Speed: No other device gives you this much speed 
for such a low price— it’s a single-minded platform. 
That means it isn't difficult to use like other operating 

systems. And with a boot time between four and 
ten seconds, the Chromebook surpasses any other 
notebook in its category in terms of speed.

◗   Efficiency: When you work on a Chromebook, 
you'll experience the difference. You can work full- 
screen and focus on the task at hand rather than 
be distracted by multiple windows like on another 
notebook or laptop. There's little learning curve 
with the Chromebook, allowing you to maneuver 
naturally— as easy as switching from browser 
to browser.

◗   Reliability: ChromeOS is based on the Linux 
operating system, which means it is already running 
on an incomparable level of reliability. Users won’t 
need to install standard applications, so there’s little 
to no room for malware and virus infections. Imagine 
a world where you don’t have to spend hundreds of 
dollars on anti-virus and malware removal on a daily 
basis. Wouldn’t that be nice?

◗   Browser-based work: Chromebooks run on 
applications hosted online, instead of loading all of the 
software onto the computer itself. Why host it online? 
It keeps the system running smoothly and efficiently 
without needing to process a number of applications 
running in the background. 

◗   Apps and Add-ons: The Chromebook is more than 
just a light, ultra portable, web-browser notebook that 
you can take almost anywhere. It's an app store that 
is constantly growing and expanding its organization-
focused tools like Gmail, Mailchimp, Hootsuite, Podio, 
and more to help you get down to work wherever
you are. 

◗   Cloud Friendliness: For IT professionals today 
working in the Cloud is essential for ultimate 
productivity and collaboration. That's why the 
Chromebook is an optimized tool for the cloud. You 
can work, share, save and retrieve files from the Cloud 
faster and easier than any other notebook or laptop. 

Contact your PCMG Account Executive today 
to gain access to the highest quality technology, industry leading partners, and exceptional service. 

Chromebooks are growing in popularity amongst organizations 

9Call 1.800.625.5468 or visit pcmg.com8 PCMG holds a number of public sector procurement contracts.



Inspire team
collaboration
Share mission-critical documents, files, and more 
with your team anytime and anywhere with the 
speed and convenience only Office 365 can offer.  

Enjoy high-quality teamwork tools
anywhere and anytime. 

Go Mobile
Whether you’re working in your office 
or on the go, you get a familiar, 
top-of-the-line set of productivity 
tools. Office applications let you 
create, edit, and share from your 
PC/Mac, iPad®, tablet, or phone with 
anyone instantly.

Set-up Fast
You can access the easy-to-use 
admin center from anywhere to 
manage all your services. And Office 
365 takes care of IT for you, so your 
services are always up and running 
and up to date.

Maintain Recognition
Brand your email address with 
your organizations name to help 
solidify name recognition. Market 
your organization with customized 
marketing materials that are easy to 
create with a range of tools. 

Store All Your Files 
With 1TB of storage per user, you’ll 
have plenty of space for all your files. 
Plus, because your files are stored 
online, you can share with people in or 
outside your company, from wherever 
you’re working, whenever you need. .

$1899/month* #13254945
*1-year subscription required

Microsoft Office 365 
(Plan E3) subscription license
Get the most dependable office suite software you 
know and love along with email, video conferencing, 
file storage, and sharing, with enhanced communication 
tools and ultimate work-from-anywhere mobility. 

Microsoft Surface Pro 3 Type Cover (Cyan)
Compute in premium style
One of the thinnest keyboards around, the Type Cover 
turns your Surface Pro 3 into a premium laptop. And it 
sits perfectly stable on your lap with enhanced magnetic 
stability to keep the Cover steady, you can work just as 
comfortably on your lap as at your desk.

only $12999 #13156234

Microsoft docking station
Take your Surface to the next level
Transform your Surface Pro 3 tablet into a complete 
desktop workstation with this docking station. Easily 
connect an HD monitor and your favorite accessories via 
multiple inputs and five USB ports.

only $19999 #13188410

Lighter and 
Larger Display
Featuring a gorgeous 
12" display encased 
in a sleek magnesium frame, the Surface 
Pro 3 is the thinnest and lightest in our 
Surface Pro family of devices. 

Run More Apps 
and Programs
Pre-loaded with 
Windows® 8.1 Pro, 
you can install your favorite desktop 
software, including the full Offi ce Suite 
and thousands of Windows programs. 

Unmatched 
Tablet Versatility
Go from tablet to laptop 
with the multi-position 
Kickstand. Magnetic stability keeps the 
Surface Pro 3 Type Cover steady, so you 
can work just as comfortably on your lap 
as at your desk.

New Features Galore

The power of a laptop in a tablet
Surface Pro 3 gives you the complete laptop experience with 
the power to run all the Windows software you need, including 
the full Microsoft Office Suite, Adobe Creative Cloud, and 
iTunes. So replace your laptop with the light-weight Surface 
Pro 3, the most convenient everyday-computing device. 
● 4th gen Intel® CoreTM i3 processor 

(3MB cache, 1.50GHz) 
● 4GB LPDDR3 SDRAM
● 64GB SSD
● 12" multi-touch screen
● Intel® HD Graphics 4200

starting at $799 #13156226

Surface Pro 3
Productivity at your fingertips 

11Call 1.800.625.5468 or visit pcmg.com10 PCMG holds a number of public sector procurement contracts.



10.1" HP ElitePad 1000 G2
Enjoy a great visual experience with outdoor 
viewable diagonal, full high-definition multi-
touch panel, protected by 
Corning Gorilla Glass 3. 
• Intel® Atom™ processor

 (2MB cache, 1.60GHz) 
• 4GB LPDDR3 SDRAM
• 64GB SSD

Compute dynamically on the go
Dell Venue 11 Pro tablet
Dell has an exciting innovative 
lineup of high-class devices 
with Windows® 8 Pro that will delight you!
Dell’s touch-enabled notebooks, tablets, all-in-one 
desktops, and Ultrabooks™ featuring Windows® 8 Pro. 
Together, Dell and PCM create a perfect technology 
partnership to outfit your organization with transformative, 
powerful and sought-after devices that will help boost your 
workforce’s productivity and help safeguard their data.

only $110999 #13318845

only $76299 #13154322

only $153999 #13236982

11.6" HP EliteBook 
Revolve 810 
G2 Tablet
• Intel® Core™ processor

 (3MB cache, 1.90GHz) 
• 12GB DDR3L SDRAM
• 128GB SSD

Bend over backwards productivity
10.1" Lenovo ThinkPad 10 20C1
Optimized for professionals seeking the ultimate in 
flexibility and connectivity, its constructed from premium 
aluminum with Gorilla glass to protect its vivid display. 
• Intel® Atom™ processor (2MB cache, 1.60GHz) 
• 4GB LPDDR3 SDRAM
• 128GB SSD
• Intel® HD Graphics

12.5" Lenovo ThinkPad Yoga 20CD
The ThinkPad Yoga delivers flexibility for organizations. It's 
12.5" display rotates 360 degrees to offer four different 
usage modes: Laptop, Tablet, Tent, and Stand.
• 4th gen Intel® Core™ i5 processor (3MB cache, 1.60GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM
• 500GB HDD  •  Intel® HD Graphics 4400

only $84499 #13214572 only $94999 #9947381

Touch-based user interfaces 
(or “touch” for short) are being 
rapidly adopted today, with 

smartphones, tablets, and desktops. 
The way that people compute is 
changing – in a good way. Touch 
has changed the way we vote, draw, 
consume news, take notes, deliver 
presentations, and reply to emails.
Fed by the consumerization of IT, 
touch has begun to move from 
consumer apps on personal devices 
to highly productive, collaborative 
office applications on PCs. 

Enhancing productivity 
The potential boost in productivity is 
one of the many reasons that touch 
is a fundamental aspect of the future 
of computing. Employees expect 
employers to support this new trend,  

Contact your PCMG 
Account Executive today 

to gain access to the highest 
quality technology, industry leading 
partners, and exceptional service.  

and employers are expecting touch-
proficiency. With the growing rate of 
applications and accommodating 
the superior user experience, 
organizations need to deploy touch 
into their IT infrastructures. 
Major Integration Advantages 
Implementing touch devices into 
your organization will improve the 
speed and efficiency of your agency 
and help you cater to a more diverse 
set of employees. 
Because of the intuitive nature of 
a touch-screen device, employees 

will require little to no training time. 
And because there is little to no 
learning curve, employees will be 
able to accomplish tasks faster 
than when they are tethered down 
by a keyboard and mouse.  Think 
about how much faster it is to tap 

an icon with your finger compared 
to dragging a mouse across a 
screen to point and click. Touch 
screen devices also do a much 
better job accommodating physically 
challenged users, especially those 
with limited hand and finger mobility 
due to ailments like arthritis.
Embrace new technology 
Touch will generally work best when 
people want to use it, and integrate 
it into their everyday lives. Those 
people will end up being the most 
productive with these touch screen 
sorts of devices. 
Many organizations have already 
seen the wisdom in embracing touch 
and taking advantage of mobility 
that touch devices can afford their 
employees. Agencies worldwide are 
adapting to these new environments 
and adjusting their expectations to 
accomplish more work every day.

The potential boost in productivity 
is one of the many reasons that 

touch is a fundamental aspect 
of the future of computing.

Make your organization a TOUCH more productive 

13Call 1.800.625.5468 or visit pcmg.com12 PCMG holds a number of public sector procurement contracts.



MobileIron Enterprise Mobility Management 
Silver Bundle per User Perpetual License
The MobileIron Enterprise Mobility Management solution 
is a purpose-built mobile IT platform. It provides users 
with seamless access to the organization processes and 
content they need on mobile devices of their choice while 
providing IT the ability to secure corporate data. 

Our mobile IT platform fundamentally enables 
organizations to achieve their Mobile First goals.
• Core – Central administrative console
• Sentry – Secure Enterprise Gateway
• Apps@Work – Enterprise App Store

Maintain security 
without compromising 
mobile functionality

Mobility management like 
you've never experienced. 

Trust the MobileIron solution. 

With this purpose built EMM 
platform, your organization 
can spend more time 
innovating and driving 
business and less time 
securing mobile devices.

AirWatch provides 
unprecedented choices over 
the types of devices you deploy, 
without compromising security. 

Enables IT to secure and 
manage a diverse range of 

mobile devices.

Provides end-users 
with secure access to 

organization email.

Keeps historical phone 
location information for 

future reference.

Built on layered security 
allowing organizations to 

customize security.

only $9199 #13275609only $32699 #9290245

AirWatch Be Mobile Jump Start Kit
Mobile devices are proliferating organizations at an 
exponential rate. With the growing number of device 
models, platforms and operating system versions 
available, organizations are facing new and complex 
mobility management challenges. Accessing resources 
from a mobile device can introduce a significant threat to 
corporate security.
The efficient solution 
AirWatch® Mobile Device Management enables 
organizations to address challenges associated with 
mobility by providing a simplified, efficient way to view and 
manage all devices from the central admin console. 

The AirWatch solution enables you to enroll devices in 
your environment quickly, configure and update device 
settings over-the-air, and secure mobile devices.
Reliable mobile security
Because security is at the core of every AirWatch 
solution, PCMG and AirWatch ensure your organization's 
deployment is secure and that your data is protected 
with end-to-end security that extends to users, devices, 
applications, content, data, email and networks.
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Software

Get the easy, comprehensive 
management solution 

Superior mobility management
in the palm of your hands 

JAMF Software JumpStart  
Remote installations & configuration
The iOS Casper Suite is designed for customers who 
already have an IT professional on staff with a high degree 
of expertise in the Apple platform, the Casper Suite, and 
previous experience in implanting client management 
concepts within an enterprise environment. You get:
• Installation of your JAMF Software Server (JSS)
• Overview of Casper Suite features and functions for iOS
• APNs certificate authority setup
• Inventory management and workflows
• Configuration and security management

JAMF Software iOS JumpStart 
One-day installation & configuration
The iOS Jumpstart is customized for your organization's 
experience, technical capabilities and resource capacity. 
The JumpStart covers key tasks as they apply to your 
unique environment of iOS devices.
• Installation of your JAMF Software Server (JSS)
• Overview of Casper Suite features and functions for iOS
• APNs certificate authority setup

only $95099 #9503511 only $342999 #9503512

Offers the flexibility to 
implement tiered or layered 
mobile security to address 
varied end user needs.

MaaS360 Advanced Mobility 
Management Solutions
Get the bigger mobility picture of your organization
MaaS360 provides a clear view of your mobility 
environment and the actionable intelligence you need to 
keep corporate data secure, employees productive, and 
costs down, while embracing the consumerization of IT.
Enjoy the one-stop-shop platform 
MaaS360 delivers a complete enterprise mobility 
management solution with one platform that integrates 
comprehensive security for all your mobile assets. At 
the same time, it enables the flexibility and modularity 
needed to match the challenges and use cases for your 
organization with standalone products.
• Integrates comprehensive security for all mobile assets
• Options across different categories of users, devices, 

content, and apps
• Monthly software license agreement only $3799 #13337319

SAVE UP TO

33% 

Imagine if your team always had the latest tools. Imagine if 
they could save time by seamlessly sharing files and folders. 
That's Adobe® Creative Cloud™ for teams. 
You get the entire collection of CS6 tools and exclusive 
updates, along with team-specific features that make 
working together—and managing licenses—easier than ever. 
All for one affordable price.

The world's best tools
Equip your entire team with every Adobe® Creative Suite® 
6 desktop application, plus Adobe Muse™, Photoshop®, 
Lightroom® 4, Acrobat® XI, Adobe Edge Tools & Services,
and more. And everyone gets immediate access to new 
applications and features when they're released.

Publish apps and websites
Explore new outlets for your content  with the publishing 
services included with Adobe Creative Cloud.™ Create and 
host websites, deliver apps to the iPad device, and more.

Share widely. Collaborate privately.
Now it's easy to keep everyone on the same page. Share 
files or folders with one person or with a larger team. The 
latest industry-leading security and encryption technology is 
built right in.

The files you need. Where you need them.
Work on files at the office, from home, on your tablet. Just 
save to the Creative Cloud Files folder on your desktop, 
which includes 100GB per person, and start sharing 
between  devices and team members, or with clients.

Centralized administration
Manage and scale your team's software with centralized 
purchasing and license management tools. You and your 
designated administrators can quickly add, assign, or 
transfer seats, and track usage by team members.

Adobe® Creative Cloud™ for Teams
A better way of working together

$4988/month* #9430575
*12-month subscription required
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Software

Endpoint management simplifies 
application patching across multiple 
platforms including Windows®, 
Mac OS® X, and Linux™.

Ultimate endpoint security 
without the complexities 

only 
$7799

 #13036162
#13036165  Symantec Enterprise Solution 1 yr. Multi User $6199

Symantec Enterprise Solution 
License Subscription
• 1-year license for multiple users 
• Protects from malware, data loss, and spam 
• Reliable endpoint security and drive encryption

Symantec is simplifying protection
By bundling our security solutions into a subscription 
model complete with support and maintenance that 
is attractively priced, Symantec simplifies license 
management and standardizes IT costs. There is no 
additional surprise with cost which allows for budget 
discussions to move from CapEx to OpEx classification. 
Symantec Enterprise Solution, one solution with 3 layers 
of defense to better protect your organization and keep 
you compliant.
• 24 x 7 Support included with the bundled solution 
• Easy, Flexible, and cost-effective management

Symantec Enterprise Solutions help you 
accurately identify and address risks while 
delivering strong data protection for mobile, 
endpoints, and mail/web infrastructure. 
Symantec Enterprise Solution combines 
products to protect against today’s complex 
malware, data loss and spam threats with 
the fastest, most-effective endpoint security, 
drive encryption, and system recovery. 

• Maintains reliability of TrustedDWG technology
• Ideal for short or long term projects based on you needs
• Helps you manage your software expenses

only 
$84999 #13347805

only 
$3799 #9232821only 

$7999 #9638988

ESET Endpoint Anitvirus 
Turn to ESET for a solution that takes the worry out of 
HIPAA, HITECH, PCI, SOX and GLBA compliance so 
you can focus on what matters: keeping the organization 
running and serving clients and customers. 
• 3 Years Gold Support
• Combines antimalware, antispam, two-way firewall, 

content filtering and remote administration

McAfee Complete EndPoint Protection 
Upgrade License
McAfee Endpoint Protection provides continuous, 
updated, and powerful security against the entire 
spectrum of threats, from zero-day exploits to hacker 
attacks and so much more. 
• 3 Years Gold Support

• Optimized for mobile devices and virtualized environments
• Reduces costs, helps maintain and prove compliance

Sophos SG115w TotalProtect 24x7
Sophos UTM TotalProtect combines purpose built, 
high-performance hardware with all the network security 
you need from next-gen firewall to secure Wi-Fi. All in 
a single appliance it simplifies your IT security without 
the complexity of multiple-point solutions. The intuitive 
interface helps you quickly control security risks and 
clear, detailed reports will give you the insight you need. 
Quickly protect your network using proven protection 
technologies including IPS, VPN, email and web filtering 
combined with the industry’s simplest admin interface. 

Protect confidential emails with email encryption and 
quickly harden your web servers and apps against attack 
with no training required for admins or web developers.
• Firewall, VPN, IPS, email, web filtering and app control
• Intuitive browser-based interface
• Built-in reporting on all models
• UserPortal allows spam management/ install VPN Clients

• Integrated wireless controller
• 3-year license 

Take control of your IT protection
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Symantec Enterprise Solutions help you 
accurately identify and address risks while 
delivering strong data protection for mobile, 
endpoints, and mail/web infrastructure. 
Symantec Enterprise Solution combines 

accurately identify and address risks while 
delivering strong data protection for mobile, 
endpoints, and mail/web infrastructure. 



In a few short months, 
organizations will find themselves 
scrambling to migrate over to a 

new server; a disruption caused 
by the end of support for Windows 
Server 2003/R2. With mainstream 
support coming to an end since 
July 2010, Windows Server 2003/
R2’s Extended Support, which only 
provided security updates, is slated 
to come to an end on July 14, 2015. 

Why it's the time to migrate
Staying put will cost your 
organization more in the end. 
Maintenance costs for aging 
hardware will also increase. Added 
costs will be incurred for intrusion 
detection systems, more advanced 
firewalls, network segmentation, etc. 
37 critical updates were released in 
2013 for Windows Server 2003/R2 
under the Extended Support. With it 
coming to an end, no updates will be 
developed or released after end of 
support, including all vital 
Microsoft applications. 
Lack of compliance with various 

standards and regulations can 
be devastating. This may include 
various regulatory and industry 
standards for which compliance can 
no longer be achieved. For example, 
lack of compliance might mean an 
increased cost of operating which 
will include paying catastrophic 
penalties and astronomically high 
transaction fees. The solution is to 
simply isolate Windows Server 2003 
servers and migrate to a compliant 
system. 

How PCMG can help
Migrating to a new server can 
present its challenges; it is perceived 
to be costly and thought to interfere 
with custom and legacy applications. 
With PCMG, it doesn’t have to be 
challenging. PCMG, in partnership 
with Microsoft, provides the tools 
that can help increase the mobility, 
productivity, collaboration, and 
be compatible with most existing 
custom and legacy applications. 
These services help organizations 
become more productive through 

better communication, anywhere 
access and coordination of 
messages, contacts, calendars, task 
lists, and important documents. It’s 
the power of the cloud delivering 
a new kind of productivity and 
efficiency — all without the burden of 
costly infrastructure.

Experts you can trust
Our teams of experts are here to 
guide you through the migration 
process and solve your server needs. 
For Windows Server assessments, 
installation, migrations, and 
upgrades, our Services team is here 
to help. Our services portfolio spans 
the entire information technology 
lifecycle – from the initial design to 
the implementation and continuing 
management.■ 

only $694999 #13269427

HP ProLiant DL360 Gen9
HP’s leading server for dense general-purpose 
computing, the HP ProLiant DL360 Gen9 Server delivers 
increased performance with the best memory and 
I/O expandability packed in a 1U dense rack design. 
Reliability, serviceability and always on availability, backed 

Flexible high-density compute performance 
by a comprehensive warranty, make it ideal for the most 
space constrained server workloads. 
• 2 x 2.50GHz 12-Core Intel® Xeon® E5-2680v3 processor
• 1U, 2-way rack-mountable server   •   64GB RAM 
• 8 hot-swappable bays   •   2 x 80GB SSD

HP Smart Buy ProLiant DL380 Gen9
The HP ProLiant DL380 Gen9 Server has a flexible 
redesigned chassis, including new HP Universal Media 
Bay configuration options with 8 to 24 Small Form Factor 
and 4 or 12 Large Form Factor drive options; 
with additional rear drive support for expandability. only $661999 #13345839

• 2 x 10-core, 2.30GHz Intel® Xeon® E5-2650V3 processor
• 2U, 2-way rack-mountable server
• 32GB RAM   •   24 hot-swappable bays
• 4 x 600GB and 2 x 300GB HDD storage capacity 

Up to 40Gb 
Networking with 
new Infiniband 
options.

Supports up 
to two Intel® 
Xeon® processor 
E5-2600 v3 
processors.

HP ProLiant ML350 Gen9
The HP ProLiant ML350 Gen9 Server delivers a class-
leading combination of performance, expandability, 
manageability, reliability and serviceability making it the 
choice for expanding organizations, remote offices, and data 
centers. Get a 70% performance gain, plus the latest HP 
DDR4 SmartMemory offering a 14% performance boost. 
• 6-core, 1.90GHz Intel® Xeon® E5-2609V3 processor
• 5U, 2-way tower server with 8 hot-swappable bays
• SATA-600 and SAS 3.0 interface   
• 2 x 300GB 6G SAS 10K 2.5" SC Enterprise Hard Drive

Unmatched Capacity 
and Reliability

only $242999 #13345838

ARE YOU READY? 
Support for Windows Server 2003 

is ending July 14, 2015

Contact your PCMG 
Account Executive today 

to learn more about the server 
migration option that's right for you.
1-800-625-5468 | www.pcmg.com
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The Flexibility Model  
With the capacity-on-demand database software 
licensing model, you only pay for what you need. 

The most available platform
Oracle Exadata is specifically engineered to provide the highest 
performance in a database with unmatched dependability. 

Rely on a fully redundant integrated system designed to give you 
the function, protection, and expansion options you're looking for. 

The Oracle Exadata Smart Combo delivers Exadata 
power and impressive performance along with high 
bandwidth ZS3 storage for backup plus data protection 
options for your database. It’s a complete, ready-to-go 
solution that saves you power, floor space, and integration 
costs while providing low TCO and ultra-fast performance 
for all of your users and backup processes.
• Fastest possible backup and recovery for Exadata with 

ZS3 storage
• Highly Available Database and Disaster Recovery 
• NO more Database to Storage tuning
• Run Database queries FASTER
• Analyze Data warehouses FASTER
• Lower TCO with pay as you grow (from 1/8th rack)
• Faster ROI

The Smart Combo’s cost-effective to run with integrated 
one-click patching and maintenance, plus savings on floor 
space and power consumption which frees up budgets. 

The Oracle Database Appliance
An integrated solution of database and system software, 
server, storage, and networking, the Oracle Database 
Appliance is engineered to work together, in a single 
package that is simple to install and manage.

Oracle’s JD Edwards EnterpriseOne
This software suite of 80 enterprise resource planning 
applications combines value, standards- based technology, 
and deep industry experience to offer comprehensive 
solutions with low total cost of ownership.

Oracle Real Application Clusters 
Ensures database availability by removing the database 
server as a single point of failures. Real Application Clusters 
reduce downtime and maintain continuity.

JD Edwards EnterpriseOne software, optimized for the powerful Oracle engineered 
system, gives you the complete IT solution for your organization.

Enjoy a simplified cloud 
computing environment

VMware vSphere 5 
Enterprise Plus
The best platform for building out 
cloud infrastructures. VMware 
vSphere Enterprise Plus includes 
the full range of vSphere features 
for transforming data centers 
into dramatically simplified cloud 
computing environments providing 
the next generation of flexible, 
reliable IT services for your 
organization.
• Reduce capital and operating costs 

by over 50%
• Simplify the operational 

management of large virtualization 
deployments for your organization

VMware vSphere 5 
Standard
VMware vSphere 5 standard is the 
premier server consolidation and 
continuity solution. 
• Virtualize your x86 server resources 

and aggregate them into logical 
pools for allocation of multiple 
workloads 

• Get network services optimized 
for the virtual environment, along 
with simplified administration and 
management

• Reduces the complexity of back-
end storage systems

VMware vSphere 5 
Enterprise
VMWare vSphere 5 Enterprise is the 
ideal software for your organization's 
resource load balancing.
• Protect your data and applications 

with the industry’s most secure 
“bare-metal” server virtualization 
platform. 

• Maximize uptime across your cloud 
infrastructure, reducing unplanned 
downtime and eliminating planned 
downtime for server and storage 
maintenance

• Lowers your operating expenditures

only $322999 #8851284$995 $89599 #8851032 $2875 $265999 #8851072
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Virtualization software has rapidly transformed the IT 
landscape and has fundamentally changed the way 
people compute. Our servers, storage devices and 

networks have been transformed and ‘virtualized’ from 
physical and tangible artifacts to mere ‘files’ sitting atop a 
thin layer of software called a hypervisor. Decoupled from 
the physical world, these compute resources and virtual 
machines can be dynamically allocated with just a few 
clicks and keyboard strokes.

Virtual Machine means no hardware
The operating system can’t tell the difference between 
a virtual machine (vm) and a physical machine, nor can 
applications or other computers on a network. Virtual 
machines think and act like a “real” computer, but since 
VMs are composed entirely of software and contain no 
hardware components they offer a number of distinct 
advantages over physical hardware. VMs can be copied, 
replicated, migrated and even scripted; they are after all 
merely files sitting on a layer of software.

A variety of advantages
In 1999, VMware found a way to completely virtualize an 
IT’s hardware infrastructure. The advantages brought on 
by virtualizing technology are more impactful than ever 
before. Virtualization has enabled IT to more effectively 
deal with shrinking IT budgets, scarcity of resources, the 
need for operational flexibility, energy conservation, and 
dramatically increased information security. If your agency 
has already taken the leap into virtualization, what’s next 
on the horizon? 

Hybrid offers complete control 
For many organizations, developing a hybrid cloud 
strategy is the next logical step. Bridging your virtualized 
data center with the public cloud (aka Hybrid Cloud) 
combines the advantage of scalability and cost-
effectiveness that a public cloud computing environment 
offers, without exposing critical applications and data to 
third-party vulnerabilities. Adopting hybrid architecture 
provides you with complete control over your cloud 

environment, higher security and privacy control, the 
ability to react and evaluate outages, man-made issues 
or natural disasters, and will often provide additional 
budgetary flexibility.

A new wave of VM
With the rapid pace of technological change becoming 
commonplace, it is only expected that new breakthroughs 
will continue to push boundaries. So what’s next? We 
are likely to see the wide spread adoption over the 
next couple years of both automated and virtualized 
networks, security and even virtualized operations.  
Both virtualization and automation have become a 
necessity, both for driving down costs and enabling us 
to operationalize our ability to deliver new services at an 
ever-increasing pace. But the biggest change might just 
be a completely new approach.

Adopting the new approach 
Virtualization's intent is to provide a self-contained 
platform for building, shipping and running distributed 
applications. Essentially providing applications or portions 
of an application packaged in self-contained lightweight 
containers that run independent of either a physical or 
virtual platform. ■

Adopt a hybrid architecture for complete cloud control and security

Contact your PCMG Account Executive today 
to gain access to the highest quality technology, industry 

leading partners, and exceptional service. 
1-800-625-5468 | www.pcmg.com 

Experience ultimate
server reliability 
Lenovo ThinkServer TS440 70AQ
The ThinkServer TS440 is a true high-class server. Thanks 
to the increased performance of the powerful processors, 
the TS440 has the power and speed to handle your 
workload with ease. To help keep you up and running and 
your data safe, the TS440 includes reliability features such 
as error correcting code (ECC) memory and an onboard 
storage controller with the capability of implementing 
RAID. You can also choose between enterprise SAS or 
SATA hot-swap drives. Plus, the TS440 is designed for 
24/7 operation and is certified for MSP support with many 
ecosystem vendors.
● Intel® Xeon® processor E3-1225V3

(8MB cache, 3.20GHz) 
● 4GB DDR3 SDRAM ECC
● ThinkServer RAID 100
● Intel® HD Graphics P4600

only 
$69999 #9783862

Lenovo ThinkServer RD340 70AB
With reliability features such as hot-swap hard drives, 
integrated RAID, and redundant power and cooling, 
you get peace of mind that your data will stay safe and 
your system will stay up and running. This enterprise-
class server has enough computing power for your 
infrastructure, collaboration, and line-of-business 
applications.
● 1U rack-mountable server
● Intel® Xeon® E5-2450v2
● 8GB DDR3 SDRAM
● 3.5" hot-swappable drives  

Lenovo ThinkServer RD640 70B0
The Lenovo ThinkServer RD640 server combines the 
powerful Intel® Xeon® microprocessor performance, 
legendary Think quality, and excellent power efficiency. 
This 2U server provides enterprise performance with great 
flexibility and scalability. The server also provides users 
much room for performance improvement. 
● 2U rack-mountable sever 
● 1 x Xeon® E5-2650V2
● 8GB RAM 
● 2.5" hot-swappable drives  
● Supports up to 32TB hard disk drive capacity

only 
$288999 #9933113only 

$220787 #9879225

The Lenovo ThinkServer 
TS440 is ENERGY STAR 
certified and made with 
65% recycled materials to 
alleviate energy costs.  

Bridging your virtualized data 
center with public cloud off ers 
the advantage of scalability. 
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Servers, Storage, & Networking

only $347999 #13365214

Call for Price!

Dell PowerEdge R730xd
Maximize server-based storage flexibility and 
performance with the remarkable PowerEdge 
R730xd, part of the new 13th generation 
of PowerEdge servers. The R730xd offers 
an optimal balance of storage utilization, 
performance and cost with an optional in-server 
hybrid storage configuration that can support tiering
and capacity for up to 28 drives in a 2S/2U system, 
including up to 18 x 1.8" SATA SSDs.

With an organization of your size, you need efficient, real-
time data access to quickly turn customer interactions 
into transactions and information into insights. The Dell 
Storage SC4020 puts the high IOPs and low latency your 
applications demand within reach.
Top tier features
Ideal for stand-alone SANs or departmental/branch office 
deployments, the SC4020 is based on our larger high-
class storage solution, SC8000. 

• 2U rack mountable server
• Intel® Xeon® (15MB cache, 2.40GHz)
• 16GB DDR4 SDRAM-ECC   •   1TB HDD

only $481999 #13365218

only $3080 #9797493

only $468999 #9638246

only $245999 #13365205

Dell PowerEdge R730
A 2-socket, 2U rack servers with support for multiple 
GPUs or accelerator cards, the R730 offers tremendous 
performance and flexibility for demanding data centers.
• 2U rack mountable server
• Intel® Xeon® (30MB cache, 2.50GHz)
• 16GB DDR4 SDRAM - ECC   •   300GB HDD

Dell SonicWALL TZ 205 TotalSecure - 1 Year
Organizations with remote sites and branch offices can 
benefit from the powerful security and performance with 
virus prevention, anti-malware and content/URL filtering 
with the broadest, most secure mobile platform support 
for laptops, smartphones and tablets. 

Dell PowerEdge R630
Packing all of the performance of a 2-socket server in 
just 1U of rack space, the R630 delivers incredible 
resource density for your data center while still offering 
high flexibility and scalability. 
• 1U rack mountable server
• Intel® Xeon® (15MB cache, 1.90GHz)
• 8GB DDR4 SDRAM - ECC
• 300GB HDD

Features powerful processors, large memory, 
fast storage and GPU accelerator support.

only $195999 #13365201
only $463 #9098257
#9053121 Dell SonicWALL TZ 215 TotalSecure - 1 Year $931

Drive a wide range of 
demanding workloads 
with a flexible server 
offering peak 2-socket 
performance and huge 
internal storage capacity.

Dell PowerEdge T630
A 2-socket tower server which can also be utilized as 
a 5U rack mounted server, the T630 delivers extensive 
internal storage, performance and scalability primarily for 
mid-size offices and smaller data centers.
• 5U tower server
• Intel® Xeon® (15MB cache,1.90GHz)
• 8GB DDR4 SDRAM - ECC
• 300GB HDD

Extending the benefits of high-class 
storage to small and midsize deployments
Dell Storage SC4020 “all-in-one” Array

Provide all-flash or hybrid 
storage and supports up 
to 10,000 MS-Exchange 
mailboxes in just 2U of 
rack space.

Get configuration 
flexibility in an 
affordable desktop 
appliance that's easy 
to set up, operate 
and manage.

Scale Smarter  |  Manage Easier  |  Innovate Faster
with Dell PowerEdge Servers

Dell SonicWALL Network Security 
Appliance 2600 TotalSecure 
Delivers gateway anti-virus, gateway anti-spyware, and 
application intelligence for organizations of all sizes.

Dell SonicWALL Network Security 
Appliance 3600 TotalSecure 
Provides comprehensive next-generation firewall 
protection without compromising performance.

Unified Threat Management Firewall 
Dell SonicWALL

Energy saving design
Dual controllers, 24 internal drive slots and high 
performance Fibre Channel or iSCSI network ports come 
standard in a space-saving 2U chassis. This compact 
footprint helps to lower data center energy costs while 
the automated and intelligent data placement architecture 
reduces lifecycle hardware costs.
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Dell PowerEdge R730xd
Maximize server-based storage flexibility and 
performance with the remarkable PowerEdge 
R730xd, part of the new 13th generation 
of PowerEdge servers. The R730xd offers 

Maximize server-based storage flexibility and 
performance with the remarkable PowerEdge 
R730xd, part of the new 13th generation 



Networking

Campus / HQ Branch Office Retail Store Teleworker

Cloud Hosted
Services Network

Ongoing feature 
upgrades and 
enterprise support 
are included.

Trust Meraki for a fast, secure, 
and dependable network 

The beauty of a cloud-managed networking solution 
is that IT staff tasked with managing it don’t even 
need to be wireless engineering specialists in order 

deploy, configure and manage a complex solution.  
Meraki's new clean, intuitive interface
Meraki allows customers to log into a single cloud based 
“Dashboard” to manage all of their equipment, including 
wireless access points, switching and security appliances. 
The user interface is intuitive and flows naturally resulting 
in very little learning curve. 
Cisco’s Meraki solutions use cloud connectivity for a 
secure “out of band” management session. All LAN/WAN 
traffic stays locally on the network.  If the equipment loses 
connectivity with the Meraki cloud management platform 
for any reason, all equipment continues to function as 
configured management and changes will be made with a 
re-sync upon connection.

Advanced management features
User traffic and proximity analytics for wireless are 
unprecedented for an out-of-box solution. Advanced 
management features like Traffic-shaping and application 
access management for wireless networks are 
uncomplicated and the mobility solution allows for full IOS, 
Android and Windows device management and security.   
Reporting and analytic capabilities are detailed and 
provide statistical data on utilization down to the individual 
application and device level. Additional security measures 
include single sign-on, full integration into active directory 
and Cisco’s Identity Services Engine solution (ISE).
Easy confi guration and shipment
Meraki offers a plug-and-play experience for high-level 
network environments; providing for rapid deployment, 
allocation, and re-allocation of resources, without hands-on 
support and without compromise. ■

Cisco offers performance, 
density, and complete stability

Advanced cloud networking architecture:
Welcome to the powerful, reliable, plug-and-play access platform 

only $129999 #13286197

only $187999 #9884686 only $25799 #9901410

Cisco UCS B200 M4 Blade Server
The UCS B200 M4 Blade Server is built with the Intel® 
Xeon® E5-2600 v3 processor family, up to 768GB of 
memory (with 32GB DIMMs), up to two drives, and up 
to 80Gbps total bandwidth. It offers exceptional levels 
of performance, flexibility, and I/O throughput to run the 
most demanding applications.

• Suitability for a wide range of applications and workloads
• Highest-performing CPU and memory options without 

constraints in configuration, power or cooling
• Half-width form factor offering industry-leading benefits
• Latest features of Cisco UCS Virtual Interface Cards (VICs)

Meraki Cloud Managed Switch 
MS220-24P
The Cisco Meraki MS220-24 has pre configured 
switches for zero-touch deployment and contains 
rogue DHCP servers. The MS220-24 identifies and 
locates switch ports, identifies bandwidth hogs with 
locked down switch access.
• Includes 370 W PoE/PoE+
• Voice and Video QoS Visibility and control over 

thousands of ports
• Built-in multi-site management
• Real time trouble shooting tools

Meraki MS Series 22 Subscription 
License
Enterprise 3-year License and Support. Ideal for 
network administrators who demand both ease of 
deployment and a state-of-the-art feature set.
• Built-in multi-site cloud management and monitoring
• Switch is automatically monitored from the cloud
• Alerting tools to notify administrators of downtime 

and configuration changes
• Rich web-based diagnostics for troubleshooting

$3775 $257999#9841067

Meraki Cloud Managed Switch MS220-48
• IEEE 802.1X support for port based network access
• MAC-based RADIUS authentication and MAC white listing
• Voice VLAN support for simplified VoIP deployments
• Port Mirroring to monitor network traffic
• DHCP snooping to prevent users from adding 

unauthorized DHCP servers on the network
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Storage & Networking

Experience the 
agility of unified 
file, block, and 
object access plus 
Tier-1 resiliency 
with midrange 
affordability.

Flexibility and scalability all in one

Grow your infrastructure 
with power and resilience

HP 5412R zl2 Switch Rack Mountable
This next-generation modular switch is designed for 
enterprise edge, small to medium organizations, and 
branch office core deployments. With high levels of 

As low as
$4199999 #13345699
This offer is not available online.
Please call your PCMG Account 
Manager for more information.

Hot-swappable modules and optional redundant power supply 
provides uninterrupted power with no impact on the network. only $368999#13285977

HP 3PAR StoreServ All Flash Array
HP 3PAR StoreServ can lower storage TCO today 
and enable agility for what’s next. Flash-optimized 
performance, unified protocol support, proven availability, 
and Thin Deduplication plus self-managing features 
reduce complexity. It’s primary storage for all your needs. 
With storage federation, you can non-disruptively move 
data between any 3PAR StoreServ system to make life 
easy down the road. 
• Eliminate the learning curve and slash storage 

management overhead with automated performance
• Reduce storage capacity needs by up to 50%
• Experience multitenant Tier-1 resiliency guaranteed to 

double your VM density
• Federated, simple, risk-free data

mobility across your data center

resiliency and unprecedented flexibility, scalability and 
ease of use, the 5400R supports demanding network 
features such as hitless failover, power supply and 
management redundancy, QoS and security with full 
L3 features. Robust virtualization with HP AllianceOne 
solutions and flexible connectivity including 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet and full PoE+, the 5400R requires no add-on 
software licensing and is SDN ready with OpenFlow 
support.
• 7U rack-mountable switch 
• 785.7Mpps throughput performance 
• 4GB RAM, 1GB flash memory 
• PoE+ power for 288 ports, internal power supplies
• SDN Ready with OpenFlow support
• Lifetime hardware warranty, 3 years 24 x 7 phone support

The Back-UPS solution for 
irreplaceable agency data
APC Power Savings Back-UPS Pro 1000 
This Back-UPS Pro features power-saving outlets that 
automatically cuts power supply to equipment that are idle and 
provides protection to operational equipment. This helps you 
save electricity and lower energy costs. 
This UPS device from APC also has a resettable circuit 
breaker, which allows you to easily recover from overloads 
without having to replace a fuse. Power outages can hinder 
our productivity. The APC back-ups Pro 1000 is the remedy 
for every business, home , or office 
● 600 watt/1000VA
● Maintenance-free sealed Lead-Acid, 

leak-proof battery 
● Runs clean and helps you save energy
● Telephone, network and coaxial cable data 

line protection
● PowerChute software provides file protection 

Protect your power and gain peace of mind

CyberPower PR1500LCD Smart App 
Sinewave Tower UPS 1500VA/900W
Power protection designed for organizational servers and 
networks, storage appliances and telecom installations. 
This UPS features pure sine wave output, full Automatic 
Voltage Regulation (AVR), and an extendable multifunction 
LCD control panel. 
● Convenient tower design when rack space is limited
● Extendable LCD control panel (monitor power status up 

to 4.5ft. away)

Call for price! #8076121

Call for price! #9189403
#9690588 CyberPower EC650LCD Ecologic UPS $6495 

Patented GreenPower UPS advanced 
circuitry reduces UPS energy costs by up to 
75% compared to competitive models.
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Notebooks & Desktops

14" HP ZBook 14 Mobile Workstation
This superbly thin, customizable workstation is light 
enough to carry when you're on the go — and powerful 
and reliable enough to carry you through the workday.
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor (3MB cache, 1.60GHz)
• 16GB DDR3 SDRAM   •   500GB HDD

14" HP EliteBook Folio 1040 G1
The HP Elitebook Folio 1040 is packed with enterprise-
class features like docking capabilities and premier 
security to help keep you productive and your data safe.
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor (3MB cache, 1.70GHz)
• 8GB DDR3 SDRAM   •   128GB SSD

Dell OptiPlex 3030 All-in-One
Free your workspace from clutter with the OptiPlex 3030 
All-in-One desktop featuring an optional touch screen for 
easy navigation even without a mouse.
• 4th gen Intel® Core™ i5 processor (6MB cache)
• 4GB installed RAM HDD
• 1600 x 900 display resolution

$1399 $124699 #9836767 only $132999 #13237004

Exceed your productivity 
expectations with HP

Dell gives you a faster, 
sleeker way to compute

Versatile Productivity
The Venue 11 Pro 7000 Series delivers the portability of 
a tablet, power of an Ultrabook™ and experience of a 
desktop when combined with dock.
Engineered to impress: The high-resolution 10.8" Full 
HD (1080p) display allows you to be productive anytime 
and anywhere. Delivering wide viewing angles the Venue 
11 Pro is perfect for multi-tasking, creating stunning 
presentations or watching your favorite HD movie. 
Simplified collaboration: Wirelessly stream HD videos, 
presentations and photos from your tablet to the big 
screen via projector or display with built-in wireless 

Starting at $75199 #9848257

Dell Venue 11 Pro
• 4th gen Intel® Core™ i3 processor 

( 3MB, 1.50GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM   
• 128GB SSD

The perfect on-the-go companion
technology. All you need is a compatible media adapter 
(sold separately) and an HDMI-enabled display.
Leave your charger at home: Power through a full 
workday (up to 8-10 hours*) with the Venue 11 Pro 7000. 
Portability partner: Take on whatever comes your way 
with desktop performance in a tablet loaded with Intel® 
Core™ processors, Windows® 8.1 and a 10.8" Full HD.

*With optional Dell Tablet Mobile Keyboard

only $796 99 #13200259 only $108999 #13216019

Dell OptiPlex 9030 All-in-One
Streamline your organization with the space-saving 
OptiPlex 9030 All-in-One desktop with best-in-class 
security and manageability features.
• Intel® Core™ i7 processor (8MB cache) 
• 8GB installed RAM   •   500GB HDD
• Equipped with HDMI and 6 USB 3.0 ports 

HP EliteDesk 700 G1
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor 

(6MB cache, 3.30GHz) 
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM  •  500GB HDD

only $67999 #13247891

HP ProDesk 400 G1
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor 

(6MB cache, 3.30GHz) 
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM  •  500GB HDD
• DVD±RW SuperMulti DL drive  

only $54999 #13259106

HP Pro 3500 Desktop
• 3rd gen Intel®Core™ i3 processor

(3MB cache, 3.40GHz) 
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 500GB HDD
• DVD±RW SuperMulti DL drive
• Intel® HD Graphics 2500

only $49999 #9777064

HP ProDesk 600 G1
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor 

(6MB cache, 3.30GHz) 
• 4GB DDR3 SDRAM
• 500GB HDD
• DVD±RW SuperMulti DL drive  
• Intel® HD Graphics 4600

only $69999 #13259110

HP Desktops

HP Ultrabooks
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Notebook & Desktop

At a mere 3.5lbs, the ThinkPad Yoga 
is ultra portable and perfect for 
professionals on the go.

Login with a quick 
finger swipe on 
the integrated 

fingerprint reader.

12.5" Lenovo ThinkPad Yoga 20CD
The ThinkPad Yoga delivers flexibility for organizations. 
Its 12.5" display rotates 360 degrees to offer four different 
usage modes: Laptop, Tablet, Tent, and Stand. Boasting 
legendary ThinkPad reliability and a range of advanced 
computing and security features, it's the ultimate 
multimode Ultrabook.
Enjoy a multi-touch experience 
Interact with your ThinkPad Yoga by using simple, intuitive 
gestures directly on the 10-point multi-touch display—
optimized for Windows 8. Its advanced multi-touch 
technology provides a superior touch experience, 
greater responsiveness, and faster response times.
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i7 processor 

(4MB cache, 2.10GHz) 
• 8GB DDR3L SDRAM
• 256GB SSD
• 1920 x 1080 Full HD resolution 
• Intel® HD Graphics 4400

14" Lenovo ThinkPad T440p 20AN
With the Lenovo ThinkPad T440P, you are assured that 
your files stay safe even after getting a nasty bump, 
thanks to its roll-cage technology. For durability, this 
ThinkPad laptop is equipped with a carbon fiber top and a 
lightweight magnesium bottom—optimized for travel. 
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor (3MB cache, 2.50GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM  •  500GB HDD  •  Spill-resistant, 

multi-touch touchpad  •  Intel® HD Graphics 4600

14" Lenovo ThinkPad E440 20C5
The Lenovo ThinkPad E440 includes unique security and 
productivity features to keep your organization up and 
running: after-hours maintenance, software monitoring, 
USB blocker, energy savings, and the ability to backup 
and restore applications.
• 4th gen Intel®Core™ i5 processor (3MB cache, 2.50GHz)
• 4GB DDR3L SDRAM  •  500GB HDD
• Intel® HD Graphics 4600

24" Samsung S24C450D Monitor
The Samsung S24C450D monitor is not only stylish, 
it’s ergonomically advanced. With a 4-way adjustable 
stand, it adapts to different work styles, keeping users 
comfortable, focused and productive.
• 1920 x 1080 native resolution 
• 16:9 widescreen
• Supports 16.7 million colors

22" Samsung S22B420BW Monitor
Adjust the Samsung 420 series monitors to you, not the 
other way around. Swivel, tilt, pivot and height-adjust to 
your absolute comfort. Then sit back and marvel at the 
brilliant color and clarity only Samsung can offer. 
• 1680 x 1050 native resolution 
• 16:10 widescreen
• 1000:1 contrast ratio

only 
$165499 #9901998

only $72499 #9811024 only $23999 #9454210

only $157 #9888804

only $19999 #9113500

$8999  $8495 #13266658

only $64999 #9932983

Designed to outperform Enjoy enhanced resolution

Put your work onto vivid displayRethink your mobile computing possibilities 

24" HP EliteDisplay E241i
If your workspace requires a large screen display with 
extra-wide viewing angles and extraordinary comfort, 
look no further than the HP EliteDisplay E41i. With its 
sleek look, outstanding resolution quality, and Eco-friendly 
design, the EliteDisplay E41i 
• 24" Widescreen LED Backlit IPS Monitor
• 1920 x 1200 Resolution
• 16:10 Aspect Ratio
• 8 ms response time
• Tilt, Swivel, Pivot Adjustable

only 
$24999 #9966147

HP EliteDisplay E190i
• 18.9" LED Monitor 
• 1280 x 1024 resolution
• 16.7 million colors

18.5" HP v193
• 16:9 widescreen 
• 1366 x 768 resolution
• 16.7 million colors
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Printers

Xerox ColorQube 
8580DN Color Solid Ink Printer
The powerful and environmentally friendly printing 
solution that's simple and highly productive, 
with the advantage of superior color.
• Up to 51ppm color print speeds*
• 2400 FinePoint™ print resolution
• 85,000-page monthly duty cycle

Ricoh Aficio 
SP C430DN Color Laser Printer
Invest in something that can withstand the test of 
time and is heavy-duty enough to endure wear 
and tear. 
• Up to 37ppm B&W, color print speeds*
• 1200dpi maximum print resolution 
• 150,000-page monthly duty cycle

Lexmark CX410de
Multifunction Printer
Deliver PANTONE color matching, fast print, fax,
copy and scan speeds and a convenient color 
touch screen. 
• Up to 32ppm B&W, color print speeds*
• 1200 x 1200dpi print resolution 
• 75,000-page monthly duty cycle

Brother MFC-J6720DW 
Color Inkjet All-in-One Printer
Combines business essential features including 
fastest prints, copying, scanning and faxing up 
to 11"x17".
• Up to 35ppm B&W and 27ppm color print speeds*
• 6000 x 1200dpi print resolution 
• 26,000-page monthly duty cycle

only $699 #13367727
only $1199 #8171008
Check PCMG.com for up to date pricing

only $26599 #9760533
Check PCMG.com for up to date pricingonly $799 #9402905

Print, scan, and fax with confidence

Solid Ink gives your 
documents rich, 
vibrant colors on 
all media.

Rip through files 
faster with high-
performance 
600MHz CPU and 
vast megabytes of 
memory.

*Print speeds vary with use
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Let creativity flow at high speed with 
fast, innovative HP Printers
HP LaserJet Pro 400 M401n 
Monochrome Laser Printer 
• Up to 35ppm B&W print speeds 

vary with use
• Up to 1200dpi resolution 
• AirPrint enabled 

HP Officejet Enterprise 
X555dn Ink Jet Printer
• Up to 72ppm B&W and color

print speeds vary with use
• 1200 x 1200dpi resolution 
• 4.3" touchscreen display

HP LaserJet Pro 400 
M451dn Laser Printer
• Up to 21ppm B&W print speeds 

vary with use
• 600dpi resolution
• HP ePrint technology 

only $219 #9222451 only $57499  #9003889

Up to 
75,000 pages 

monthly 

Up to 
40,000 pages 

monthly

Up to 
50,000 pages 

monthly

•  All returns require a return authorization number. 
Requests must be made within 15 days of purchase. 
Returns may be subject to a minimum 15% restock fee. 
The amount refunded will be the lower price of either 
the date of purchase or date of return.

•   To request a return authorization number, please call 
your Account Executive at the phone number listed on 
the front of this packing slip.

•   Tape the return label provided to you on the 
box and ensure the return authorization number 
is clearly marked. Do not write on the original 
manufacturer’s box.

•   Returned product(s) must be complete including  
 manufacturer’s original package, accessories, software 
and manuals. Incomplete returns may be refused.

•   A product must be received in our warehouse 
within 10 business days from the date the return 
authorization is given.

•   The customer is responsible for all return shipping 
costs. COD shipments will not be accepted.

•   We are not responsible for lost or stolen packages. 
We recommend using a courier that can track your 
package with a tracking number.

•   Pack your return securely. We recommend insuring it 
for your protection.

•   All other policies are in accordance with the policies 
published in our latest catalogs and on our website 
www.pcmg.com.

•   We are no responsible for integrity or backups of data on 
any drive returned to us even if included in a system.

•   Subsequent to an approval authorization, a credit to an 
account or issuance of a check can take up to 30 days.

•   Missing a rebate? Look it up on our website: 
www.pcmg.com or call your Account Executive.

Terms/Warranty Disclaimer. PCMG expressly disclaims all expressed or implied warranties. Including any implied warranty of merchantability or of fi tness for a particular purpose non-
infringement. PCMG shall have no liability to anyone for incidental or consequential damages or any other liability, loss or damage arising out of or related to the merchandise sold. All 
merchandise is so “AS IS”. PCMG makes no warranty as to the performance of any merchandise sold. We are not responsible for the system downtime, lost date, etc. This disclaimer by 
PCMG in no way affects the terms of a manufacturer warranty, if any. The following manufacturer’s products cannot be returned for any reason. The manufacturer must be contacted 
for all repairs and warranty replacements. The warranty on the product is directly from the manufacturer. We will be happy to assist with the installation and instructions. However, the 
following manufacturers require you to contact them directly for repairs or replacement of your product. Unless subject to applicable master agreement or SOW signed by each parties, 
the offer and sale related to this invoice/packing slip is subject to the Terms of Use and Sale @ http://www.pcmg.com and those set forth herein not withstanding any purchase order 
to the contrary. Any disputes related hereto must be brought individually and not part of any class, in accordance with the above relevant Terms of Use and Sale. 

The following manufacturer’s product cannot be returned for any reason. The manufacturer must be contacted for all repairs and warranty replacements.
VENDOR Acer APC Apple Cisco Eaton
TECH SUPPORT # 800.816.2237 800.555.2725 800.275.2273 800.553.2447 800.356.5794
WEBSITE www.us.acer.com www.apc.com www.apple.com www.cisco.com www.eaton.com
VENDOR Garmin HP/COMPAQ Hitachi IBM Lenovo
TECH SUPPORT # 800.800.1020 800.474.6836 800.448.2244 Parts & Warranty 800.388.7080 800.426.7378
WEBSITE www.garmin.com www.hp.com www.hitachi.com Hardware Service 800.428.7378 www.lenovo.com

VENDOR Lexmark Logitech Microsoft Olympus Quark Samsung CE
TECH SUPPORT # 800.332.4120 646.454.3200 800.642.7676 888.553.4448 800.676.4575 800.726.7864
WEBSITE www.lexmark.com www.logitech.com www.microsoft.com www.olympusamerica.com www.quark.com www.samsungelectronics.com
VENDOR Seagate Sharp Sony PC’s Tom-Tom Toshiba Western Digital
TECH SUPPORT # 800.732.4283 800.237.4277 888.476.6972 866.486.6866 800.457.7777 800.275.4932
WEBSITE www.seagate.com www.sharpusa.com www.sony.com www.tomtom.com www.toshiba.com www.wdc.com

PCMG Terms of Use & Sale

only $80499 #13017787
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Apple Systems

MacBook Air 
Thin, light, power-packed and ready for an 
entire day of work or play. 
Get everyone's favorite work-on-the-go companion, the 
MacBook Air. Whether used for work or fun, the 11-inch 
MacBook Air lasts up to 9 hours between charges and 
the 13-inch model lasts up to an incredible 12 hours. So 
from your morning coffee till your evening commute, you 
can work unplugged. When it’s time to sit back and relax, 
you can get up to 9 hours of iTunes movie playback on 
the 11-inch model and up to 12 hours on the 13-inch 
model. And with up to 30 days of standby time, you can 
go away for weeks and pick up right where you left off. 

MacBook Pro 
with Retina display
Brilliant display and phenomenal performance 
in a sleek, thin package.
MacBook Pro packs a lot of power into not a lot of 
space. Engineered to reconsider each detail of every 
internal component and maximize performance and 
minimize size for ultimate portability.

Model Size Processor RAM Flash Storage Graphics List Price SAVE! PCMG Price*

#9824732 13.3" 2.4GHz Intel® Core™ i5 4GB 128GB Intel® Iris™ Graphics $1299 $229    $106999

#13446711 13.3" 2.7GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 128GB Intel® Iris™ Graphics 6100 $1299 $5 $1294

#13446712 13.3" 2.7GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 256GB Intel® Iris™ Graphics 6100 $1499 $5 $1494

#13446716 13.3" 2.9GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 512GB Intel® Iris™ Graphics 6100 $1799 $5 $1794

#13240565 15.4" 2.2GHz Intel® Core™ i7 16GB 256GB Intel® Iris™ Pro Graphics $1999 $10 $1989

#13240566 15.4" 2.5GHz Intel® Core™ i7 16GB 512GB NVIDIA GeForce GT 750M (1GB GDDR5) $2499 $10 $2489

Model Size 5th Gen Processor RAM Flash Storage Graphics List Price SAVE! PCMG Price*

#13446762 11.6" 1.6GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 128GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $999 $5 $994
#13446724 11.6" 1.6GHz Intel® Core™ i5 4GB 256GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $1099 $5 $1094
#13446727 13.3" 1.6GHz Intel® Core™ i5 4GB 128GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $999 $5 $994
#13446776 13.3" 1.6GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 128GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $1099 $5 $1094
#13446781 13.3" 1.6GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 256GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $1299 $5 $1294
#13446789 13.3" 2.2GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 256GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $1449 $5 $1444
#13446791 13.3" 2.2GHz Intel® Core™ i5 8GB 512GB Intel® HD Graphics 6000 $1749 $5 $1744

Computing companion Redefine productivity
Pages®, Numbers®, and Keynote® are now free with every iPad®, so you can work with documents, spreadsheets, or 
presentations on the go. With iCloud®, your documents stay in sync across your iPad, iPhone®, Mac®, or PC, enabling 
you to collaborate wherever you are.

Surround your iPad with protection 

iPad Air™ 2
Starts at $499*
Available in Space Gray, Silver or Gold.

iPad mini™ 3
Starts at $399*
Available in Space Gray, Silver or Gold.

iPad Smart Cover®

• Covered hinge fits iPad's thin profile
• Designed for ultimate portability
• Comes in a variety of sleek colors 

only $39*

*Price is as of March 2015, is subject to change, does not include taxes or shipping, and is U.S. pricing. Pages, Numbers, and Keynote are free on the App 
Store for qualifying iOS 8 compatible devices with initial activation on or after September 1, 2014. See www.apple.com/ios/whats-new for iOS 8 compatible 
devices. Downloading apps requires an Apple ID. Apple, the Apple logo, iCloud, iPad, iPhone, Keynote, Mac, Numbers, Pages, and Smart Cover are trademarks 
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iPad Air and iPad mini are trademarks of Apple Inc. *Price is as of March 2015, is subject to change, does not include taxes or shipping, and is U.S. pricing.
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The new MacBook® delivers a full-size experience in the lightest 
and most compact Mac® notebook ever. Every element, from the 
new keyboard and Force Touch trackpad to the 12-inch Retina® 
display, USB-C port, battery and logic board, has been completely 
re-imagined to make it not only thinner but also better. The result 
is more than just a new notebook. It’s the future of the notebook. 
Available in gold, space gray, and silver.

●   12-inch (diagonal) LED-backlit Retina display
●   Up to 1.3GHz Dual-Core Intel® Core M Processor
●   Intel HD Graphics 5300  
●   Flash Storage   
●   802.11ac Wi-Fi 
●   Up to 9 hours of battery life1   

●   Force Touch trackpad 

1Battery life varies by use and configuration. See www.apple.com/batteries for more 
information. Apple, the Apple logo, Mac, MacBook, and Retina are trademarks of Apple Inc., 
registered in the U.S. and other countries.

Call for Pricing!

MacBook
now available at PCMG.
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